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About This Content

Last Word is an adventure in pontification, a gallop into the realm of gossip, and a really cool game. It's a conversation piece
about conversation that can be enjoyed to the last drop, like a fine red wine (unless you prefer white).

Experience the intriguing and ear-defying original soundtrack to Last Word. It blends piano, strings, horns, and marvelous-ness.
The eerie tones and continuous themes add to the world of St. Lauden in a special way that will have you chattering all night

long!

All tracks are composed by Lannie "Merlandese" Neely III and brilliantly mixed/mastered by Fernando "Ferdk" Carabajal.

01. Pleasant Pleasantries 03:26
02. Remarkable Remarks 01:14

03. Chapters -or- The Text Between Incidents 00:09
04. HOSPITALITY 02:53

05. Pontification 01:50
06. Rendered Speechless (Loss) 01:18

07. Key Topic 00:02
08. The Mouth Opens Wide 00:06
09. The Professor's Lecture 01:27

10. HOSTILITY 02:25
11. Expatiation 01:46

12. Fourth Appeal (Victory) 01:18
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13. Fabled History 02:12
14. FUTILITY 02:52

15. Change of Color 01:15
16. IMMUNITY 02:20
17. Pupal Pupil 01:48

18. Blather Latherers 01:48
19. FINALITY 02:37
20. Dissertation 02:41

21. In Conclusion 03:32
22. Salutations [BONUS] 03:48

23. Narrative Trailer (Last Word) 00:54
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this game was cacelled all patches etc bunked and they re released at as zombie goats / they want another $15 for that game and
given that trend i can see them canceling and re releaseing this game over and over.. What there is to say?
Go play this game, it starts average but become a lot of fun later on.. Costs less than a good meal, lasts longer, and is much more
entertaining. Runs well on modern machines and the interface is not very complex. Concurrently satisfies these urges: play a
game, own a ship, buy low, sail the seas, sell high, and not file taxes.

Pro: think, click, and amass wealth
Con: does not feed your real children. For people who like rally racing but find sims too daunting or difficult, this is the game
for you! The game has a very arcadey feel to it, similar to the classic SEGA Rally games, but with a much wider variety of cars
and tracks as part of the more modern experience. There are tuning options available for each car to help find the ideal car and
setup for you and the track you race on, but most cars feel very good to drive even with the default setup and using the XB1
controller.
While some races can indeed be quite difficult, there isn't much particularly unfair rubber-banding going on in the campaign, at
least on medium difficulty.

Overall, I'd highly reccommend this game to anyone looking for a fun arcade racing experience on PC.. Until Retrobooster, this
was by far the best cave flyer available on the PC. It behooves every right-thinking gamer to give this a positive review here to
get that "mixed" off of there, because it's a travesty of the highest order. The HIGHEST!

Although the half-hour negative reviews claiming it's "too hard" are pretty funny. Stay in school, kids.. i dont even know where
to begin here.

so basically take all the greats of cheesy gay adult film, then... turn them into waifus? I think? I'm still not sure myself but holy
hell this is my favorite game ever. BEGONE THOT!

( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)

No... but really...
It's freakin' good!!!
Really better than Double Peace!
And there are so many little "Special-Events" as well - Love it! :D. I wish the music from the beach was playing in the
background constantly but quieter. Anyway, really nice, relaxing game.. Doesnt even run. Same feature set as free version
available from fans. Wasted $5 for a game I really liked when it came out a long time ago.. Really hard. Thats all.
Actually omfg hard...
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Great rig. It does pretty much resemble the SD-45 with looks and the features like doors and windows opening and the Gyra
light. Sounds are good but what you expect from DTG. There is a slight glare on the 2,4,8 & 10 o'clock postions on the speedo
being a white back. It may be hard to see the speedo. The other thing that I don't like to muc but not a big deal is the "Class"
lights only light up in white and don't have the option for red which is good when it's a rear DPU. Engine seens a bit low in
volume but maybe it's just my speakers. Number lights have a individual switch for the front and rear.

It's a fantastic train but honestly it's pretty much a SD-45 with some slight differences. I would recommend this. I would
recommend this even more if you get it when it's on sale.. This Grey Robot is awesome for some tech fun like playing a robot or
making tech metal home and decorating it using mannequins equipped with this robot set.Also his light energy parts glow in the
dark or shade.He is awesome.If you Like it , Afford it , or simply want to support the game's further Developement, Definetly
Buy him.

He also has a slightly different, Round-er Gold Brother!!!. I played this game because i have no reason to live. it cut 27min of
my life in purgatory. I hope i die soon.. GAME HAS NO STORY 1/10. i never really got into this game, i loved JC2 and JC3
and look forward to buying and playing JC4 after they patch some bugs, but i was just bored playing this. Very Good Game!
- 10/10.. Awesome Game! It's difficult, but not impossible and you know that, and that's what makes you keep going. Drum n
Bass is also one of my favourite genres so that helps a lot. If you like Audiosurf and Drum n Bass you'll like this even more!.
This is a great game. It captures the essence of the original Insane, and I would say it improves in every way.

Pros:
• Diversity in game modes.
• Good car handling.
• Enough vehicles to suit your driving style.
• "Shiny" graphics
• Good difficulty
• A genuine good, solid game
• Local split-screen.

Cons:
• Some of the game modes may cause aggravation further into the game, but not unfairly. Practice makes perfect.
• Sometimes it seems like it's impossible to catch up to the lead car, but again, the more you play, the better you get.
• Even though there are a selection of cars, you may only find yourself using 4 or so different ones to be in to win.
• Multiplayer appears dead.

I think a reasonable playthrough could be done in just over 10 hours. I spent a twice that getting 100% in career and unlocking
more cars, so 15hrs is possible without overstaying too much.

Highly recommended, and it's on sale atm on another site. (You can't beat this for $1). This app has a long ways to go, but it's a
good start. I was surprised by how slow and laggy it was to draw fog of war on. Even worse, there is no option to cover your
whole map in fog of war. You have to do it manually, which is very slow and tedious.

Also, there is no option to draw the fog of war in a square shape, only a circle. Why would you want to draw with a circle tool
when the map is on a square grid?

The user interface looks like a file browser, it makes the experience feel cheap.

Overall, this thing is real clunky, but it can work in a pinch.. Addicting High Score Game
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